
Attachment 1 
Agenda Item Summary 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oregon, like many states, is seeing a decline in the number of 
participating hunters.  This decline has occurred over the past two 
decades.  At the same time, Oregon’s population has expanded by nearly 
a million people.   
 
To reverse this decline, additional effort is needed to recruit new hunters.  
Specifically, special attention is needed to recruit young hunters.  
Research demonstrates that early exposure is critical if youth are to take 
up hunting or other forms of outdoor recreation.  In today’s busy world, 
the requirement to first take a hunter education course can be perceived as 
a barrier to participation.  In response, several states have deferred the 
requirement to complete a hunter education course and instituted 
mentored hunting programs allowing the youth to “hunt” with an 
experienced adult.  According to the National Wild Turkey Federation, 
this “try before you buy” approach has resulted in 34,000 new hunters in 
the six states that recently adopted mentored hunt programs.   
 
The mentored hunt approach was endorsed in 2006 by a hunter 
recruitment advisory committee established by the department.  This year, 
legislation was introduced to implement the program.  Senate Bill 892 
directed the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission to prescribe and 
administer a mentored youth hunting program that allows a person who is 
between 9 and 14 years of age to hunt while in the presence of a 
supervisory hunter who is 21 or older. Only one lawful hunting weapon 
may be carried during a supervised hunt between the youth and adult 
hunter. 
 
Currently, youth under the age of 12 cannot hunt big game. Youth ages 12 
to 17 are authorized to hunt big game only after obtaining a Hunter 
Education Certificate, license and tag. The Bill provided an option to 
youth ages 9 to 14 to hunt any wildlife that can be lawfully taken without 
a hunter education certificate, hunting license or tag under certain 
conditions. 
 
The legislation, which was signed into law on June 11, included an 
emergency clause.  The intent was to make the mentoring option available 
to young hunters in the fall of 2007.  Upon approval of the rules, the 
department will begin promoting the program through news releases, 
advertising and other means. 
 
Staff anticipates that start-up costs associated with prescribing and 
administering a mentored youth hunter program will be minimal and can 
be assumed with existing resources. 
 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
 

The proposed rule was made available for public review.  To date, no 
comments have been received.   
 
 



ISSUE 1 
 

RULES TO IMPLEMENT MENTORED YOUTH HUNTER 
PROGRAM 

ANALYSIS 
 

The legislation required the Commission to establish the mentored youth 
hunting program by rule.  The legislation further authorized the 
Commission to "prescribe any relevant safety and ethical standards for 
participation in a supervised hunt."   
 
Safety was a primary consideration in developing the legislation and 
proposed rules.  The department feels very strongly and history bears this 
out – taking a hunter education course reduces injuries and fatal hunting 
accidents.  It also instills a strong ethical background in hunters.   
 
The mentored youth hunter program does not eliminate the requirement 
for hunter education, it simply defers that requirement.  This will increase 
the opportunity for families and extended families to take a youth hunting, 
allowing the youngster to experience the success or failure of hunting, 
without first taking a hunter education course.  The draft rules require the 
supervising hunter to be close at hand and keep the youth under their 
immediate control while hunting.  The draft rules also require the 
mentored youth and the supervising hunter to review safety material 
provided by the department. 
 
The law limits the supervising hunter and the mentored youth to only one 
lawful hunting weapon during a supervised hunt.  Additionally, the 
legislation limits the group to one supervising adult and one mentored 
youth.   
 
Supervised youth hunters are among the safest in the field.  Recent 
information released by the National Wild Turkey Federation indicated 
that there was not a single hunting-related incident during the past year 
among 34,000 new hunters in six states that recently adopted mentored-
hunter programs.  In Oregon, there have been eight incidents since 1996 
where a person under age 18 was involved in a hunting incident.  During 
the same period there were 48 total hunting incidents. 
 
As stated in the draft rules, youth are required to register for the program 
each year.  The registration process will be made as simple as possible 
while still ensuring the department has the information needed to track 
participation in the program and to provide additional safety and hunting 
information to participants.  At a minimum, youth will be required to 
provide current contact information.  Youth will be given multiple options 
for registering for the program, including registration forms in hunting 
regulations and on the department website.  In the future, registration may 
be possible via the point of sale licensing system. 
 
As an incentive to participate in the mentored youth hunting program, 
youth will receive one mentored youth preference point for each year the 
youth registers for the program.  For example, a youth who registers at the 
age of 10 and registers again the next year will receive 2 mentored youth 
preference points. Once the department receives the youth’s registration 
form, if the youth does not have a hunter identification number, a number 



will be assigned and a mentored youth preference point updated in the 
system.  Once Mentored Youth Preference Points are redeemed, they are 
converted to the Preference Point System and are subject to the Oregon 
Administrative Rules that govern preference points. 
 
 
The mentored youth preference points will be “banked” and held in the 
licensing system without an expiration date. At a time in the future, when 
the mentored youth is ready to use their banked points, they will fill out a 
form supplied by Licensing that will clearly state to which species 
(controlled hunt) they want to apply their mentored youth preference 
points. They must use all their points at one time and may not split them 
among species.  
 
The legislation allows the mentored youth hunter to hunt under the “same 
conditions” as the supervising hunter’s license, tags and permits.  Any 
wildlife taken by the mentored youth will be counted towards the 
supervising hunter’s limit.  Because the mentored youth hunter program is 
intended to introduce youth to hunting, a youngster with their own valid 
license and/or tags for a given species will not be allowed to participate in 
a mentored hunt for that particular species.  As an example, a youth with a 
valid deer tag could not participate in a mentored deer hunt.  They could, 
however, participate in a mentored elk hunt.   
 
 
Upon Commission approval of the draft rules, the department will begin 
publicizing the program through news releases, advertisements and other 
means. 
 

OPTIONS 
 

1. Adopt staff recommendation 
 

2.  Amend staff recommendation 
STAFF 
RECOMMENDATION 
 

Option 1.  Adopt staff recommendation for proposed rules for mentored 
youth hunter program. 

 
 

 

I move to adopt OAR Chapter 635, Division 074 as proposed by staff  DRAFT MOTION 
 
 
 
EFFECTIVE DATE 

Upon filing 


